Pathology News
Website for all
In the last few months we have been working to produce our BCPS
website. The site is now live on the internet. The strategy for the website
is to try and address useful areas including:

Information to our staff – there are pages which provide useful
information for staff. There is key information and also links to web based
resources.

Information for our professional users – we have added
hyperlinks to existing local pathology pages for our four Trusts. Once our
services are harmonised we will move to one website area for professionals.

Public information – the website is an important link to the general
public. There is growing interest on the work that is undertaken by
pathology departments. We have already produced specific pages that we
believe will be particularly relevant to the public.

Job seekers – the website offers a shop window for the work that we
do. Job vacancies for BCPS are posted on a ‘BCPS Vacancies’ page. We are
gradually updating the current pages and adding new pages to the site. If
you have an area that you believe should be featured on the website then
please contact Raj Garcha, email raj@bcpathology.org.uk, so that this can
be taken forward.
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The IT Crowd

Underpinning
future services

Modern IT is central to the BCPS
project and we will regularly
update BCPS News readers, with
latest IT initiatives.

Teams from BCPS with help from PA
consulting have been working
together on many different facets
of the project.
Our Clinisys software is called
WinPath Enterprise (WPE). There
are two key phases of work
currently being undertaken.

High Level Designs
This is the process used to
understand overall requirements,
workflows and how systems will
connect to the Laboratory
Information Management System.
This process is now complete and
Clinisys have proceeded to
complete the High level build of
the WPE.

LIMS BHI LLD Workshop

Unravelling those IT Phrases!
AMS
BHI

Low Level Designs

Milestones

Date

BCPS staff and Clinisys have now
moved on to more detailed design
areas. During this process Clinisys
discuss with each discipline their
specific requirements while building
WPE. Generally our low level design
work is going well and progressing
on track with completion proposed
for February 2020.
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Clinisys
HLD
ICE
IT
LIS
LLD
LLDB
OrderComms
WPE
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September 2018
BCPS Partneship
Agreement and LIMS
Contract signed

Abbott Management System
Biochemistry, Haematology and Immunology –
some of us know it as blood sciences
The UK-based company supplying our IT solution.
High Level Design
Integrated Clinical Environment
Information Technology
Laboratory Information System
Low Level Design
Low Level Design and Build
Order Communications
Winpath Enterprise – The Clinisys tradename for LIS

January 2019
High Level
Design
Complete
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June 2019
Low Level
Design
Complete
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19 November 2019
LIMS
Go-Live
RWT
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2020

5
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8

March 2020
May 2020
RWT
Hub
Pathology Go-Live, New
Extention
Analysers

RWT Pathology Lab Extension

Procure LIMS

Timeline

High Level
Design

Manage Equipment Service - New Analysers
Low Level
Design & Build
Technical
Testing

Figure1: BCPS IT Programme plan
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DGFT, SWB,
WHT Go-Live

User
Testing
Training

Analyser
Validation

To be planned
RWT GO
LIVE

9 10 11 12

Order
communications
The configuration of ICE is a
parallel project to WinPath
Enterprise. ICE is an order
communication system that allows
doctors to make electronic
requests. This is used for three of
the Trusts we serve for GP
OrderComs and two of the Trusts
for acute OrderComs. Eventually
each local Trust version of ICE will
connect to BCPS ICE Enterprise to
receive the test catalogue.
Pathology IT and Clinisys are
working with disciplines to build
this new use of ICE. A bulk upload
has just been completed
importing tests that will work
with WinPath Enterprise.

Biomedical
Science Day
Biomedical Science Day is an awareness day organised by the IBMS. A
number of our departments joined in the fun with a variety of events.
In its third year, the annual event is held to raise awareness and inform
patients by telling them about practices in biomedical science and
celebrating a profession that is at the heart of healthcare.
Here are some of our very own staff celebrating Biomedical Science Day in
their laboratories.

Business
intelligence
Each individual partner Trust has
developed their own reports, with
some based on national
guidelines and regulatory
requirements. Most of the
reporting has been done locally
by pathology IT teams or directly
by knowledgeable users.
Going forward the plan is to
consolidate business reporting
into Pathology IT and to enable
the BCPS users access to self
service capabilities. This will allow
them to use preferred reports and
also tailor reports to individual
requirements as appropriate.
Currently the team working on
Business intelligence aspects is
trying to identify all of the
reporting requirements.

The team at Dudley Biochemistry with their special cupcakes.

The toxicology team at City joining in
the fun.

The Immunology team at Sandwell
#savingtheworldonebloodtestatatime!

Staff
suggestions
The final HLD session for POCT in the
BCPS Project Office.

Use our feedback postcard to send
us your comments or suggestions.
You can download the postcard
from www.bcpathology.org.uk
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BCPS service lead
appointments

Simon Brown
BCPS Essential
Service Laboratories
Service Lead

Jaspal Ghale
BCPS Clinical
Biochemistry
Service Lead

simon.brown8@nhs.net

jaspal.ghale@nhs.net

Sue Lovegrove
BCPS Microbiology
Service Lead

Rita Mistry
BCPS Cellular
Pathology Service Lead

susan.lovegrove@nhs.net

rita.mistry@nhs.net

Pathology
extension
update
The new pathology hub at New Cross
is making good progress and the
basement foundations have been
laid. The steel structure will follow,
hopefully with minimal disruption.
The refurbishment in the existing
building is now complete, with the
exception of Cellular Pathology and
the Mass Spectrometry room. It is
estimated that the whole build will
be ready by May 2020.
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Mike Herbert
BCPS Transfusion
Service Lead

Vanessa Lane
BCPS Specialist
Service Lead

mikeherbert@nhs.net

vanessalane@nhs.net

Katy New
BCPS Quality Lead

Helen Sandy

katy.new@nhs.net

BCPS Immunology
Service Lead
helen.sandy@nhs.net

Digital
pathology
at BCPS

We are on a journey to integrate digital technology to enhance Pathology
services here at BCPS. Digital Pathology is an intersection of pathology and
computers that is capable of replacing the conventional microscope-based
diagnosis in the near future. The benefits of embracing Digital pathology
are immense. For starters, the technology is able to speed up the referral
of cases and therefore putting patients at the heart of it all. The
technology also has the capability to improve workflow, increase our power
to share and most importantly set the scene for the use of artificial
intelligence in the future! If you are interested to find out more on Digital
Pathology here at BCPS, please email: rwh-tr.bcps@nhs.net

Northern Ireland
pathology network visit
BCPS Wolverhampton recently
hosted a visit from a group of nine
executives and managers from
‘Pathology Network Northern
Ireland’ recently.
Graham Danks oversaw the event
and was supported by a team
including Jaspal Ghale, Josie
Steadman, Julie Edge, Sue
Lovegrove, Simon Kingscott, Katy
New, Nick Fudger, Tobi Alabi,
Michelle Harris and Mark Worton.
The visitors were given a tour of the
laboratories and met with several of
the group afterwards to discuss
lessons learnt and to answer
questions on the programme to
develop the BCPS.
Pathology services in Northern
Ireland perform around 40 million
tests each year. Results inform
between 70% and 80% of all
Healthcare diagnostic and

therapeutic decisions for patients in
Northern Ireland. The Health &
Social Care Board and Pathology
Network are reviewing the future
operating model and service
configuration options, along with
the implementation of a new single
laboratory information
management system and procuring
a new managed equipment service.
Sarah Buckley, Network Manager
commented ‘It was extremely kind
of all the team in BCPS to take the
time out to share their experiences,
all of the staff and programme leads
we met are phenomenal change
champions. We were really impressed
by their energy and enthusiasm, as
much as by the significant progress
that has been made in such a short
space of time. We felt very fortunate
to have been able to undertake the
visit and hear so much.’
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UKAS
updates
SWBH sites:
inspected in April and May and
generally went well. However
work is needed to take the
quality management system
forward, as an integrated
system across all laboratories.

Dudley Laboratory:
inspected in March and
maintains accreditation.

BCPS
Clinical leads
Applicants for consultant
clinical lead posts have
been received and
interviews will take place
over the summer.

Team building events

Find us on
social media

Pathology garlic
challenge

@BCPathology

Great that so many of you have had a successful garlic growing season.
If you grew your garlic in a greenhouse then it may already be cropped.
If you planted outside then it will be ready before the end of July. When
the outer leaves start to die back properly then it is ready to pick.

BCPathology
Black Country
Pathology TV News

Key contacts
Dr Paul Harrison
BCPS Clinical Director
paul@bcpathology.org.uk

Graham Danks

City sample reception staff with their
garlic close to harvest.

Crop the garlic when the outer leaves
die back and the garlic may fall over.
Leave to dry with leaves on.

Strava running club

BCPS Operational
Group Manager
graham@bcpathology.org.uk

Diane Edwards
Deputy BCPS Operational
Group Manager
diane@bcpathology.org.uk

Appointment of
BCPS Business
Manager

There is now a
BCPS Strava
Running club.
Just ask to join
and you will be
able to see how
everyone is
doing.

RWH policy review
The Trust will be reviewing several employment policies over the next 12
months. Any new policies which are approved will also apply to BCPS staff
who transferred on the 1st October 2019.
Through collective bargaining, the Trust has agreed a new Disciplinary
Policy, Pay Policy and Appraisal Policy which are available on the Trust
Intranet. You can view policies under review on the RWT intranet, please
click the tab ‘Policies and strategies’ and then click the button ‘policies
under consultation’.
Comments around policies under review can be sent to
rwh-tr.Unison@nhs.net, via your local union representative or through
Matt Dingle, HR Manager.

Ramanee Karu
joins us from the
private sector
where he has
worked in
commercial and
general management. His roles
have included commissioning and
change programme project
management. Ramanee tells
Pathology News that he: “has a
great work ethic combined with a
genuine passion to always do the
right things for people”.
Ramanee is recognised for
creating strong visions and seeing
these through to an operational
conclusion.

NHS Pathology Serving the Black Country
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